Hi Peter,

In response to your previous correspondence I'm happy to 'scope down' my application as follows:

Reduce the range of years from 15 years to 5 years  
Exclude all air ambulance requests  
Exclude all requests for military personnel to wear uniforms at ceremonial events

I hope this should reduce the volume significantly and facilitate the processing of this application.

Kind Regards  
Peter

---

From: websiteenquiry@dfa.ie  [websiteenquiry@dfa.ie]  
Sent: 15 January 2015 17:20  
To: #HQ-CSD Freedom of Information  
Subject: Website Enquiry

Sender: Peter Kilgannon

Email Address:

Query: : FOI Act 2014, I would like the following information: Details of all requests received from British or Northern Irish authorities to cross the border into the Irish Republic over the last 15 years (Ground or airspace)